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Abstract

A new tricritical point on the phase boundary between the

superconducting vortex phase and the normal paramagnetic phase

of ErRh.B, is presented. The microscopic origin of the tri-

critical point and the expected tricritical behavior are brief-

ly discussed.
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1. Introduction

Magnetization curves for ErRh.B. for the field

along the crystallographic a direction shov a novel

tricritical point on the upper critical field line

where the phase transition between the supercon-

ducting vortex state and the normal paramagnetic

state changes from continuous to first order.

Anisotropy in the superconducting behavior shows

that the existence of the tricritical point depends

on the interaction of superconductivity and raagne-

tisin. A thermodynamic analogy between supercon-

ductors and superfluids relates the tricritical

point in ErRh,B, to that of the superfluid transi-

tion in He -He liquid mixtures. An important

difference is the electronic charge In the super-

conducting case, which adds an additional term to

the Hamiltonian coupling the magnetic field to the

order parameter. The effect of this terra In alter-

ing the tricritical behavior is not known.

2. Experimental data

Magnetization curves for the a direction of

ErRh,B, are shown In Figure 1. The data were taken

with a spherically shaped single crystal sample and

corrected for demagnetizing effects. Above the

tricritical temperature Tt2 - 3.3 K these curves

resemble those usually observed in polycrystalline



samples of magnetic superconductors, shoving an

initial Mefssner region, a change in the sign of

the slope as the sample enters the vortex state at

Hc, , and a feature at H - where the sample enters

the normal paramagnetic state via a continuous

phase transition. Below T^, a discontinuity in

the magnetization appears at H « indicating a first

order phase transition between the vortex and

normal paramagnetic states. This discontinuity

grows and moves to lower field as the temperature

is lowered, eventually occuring at the phase

boundary between the Meissner and normal states

when the sample becomes a Type I superconductor at

approximately 1.5 K.

3. Tricritical behavior

The change in the phase transition at H - from

continuous to first order is the characteristic

signatura of a tricritical point. Such tri-

critical points are relatively rare in condensed

matter systems, having been studied only in super-

fluid He3-He4 mixtures, certain antiferromagnets,3

ordered liquid crystal mixtures, and at the

structural transition in ND^Cl. No such tri-

critical behavior has yet been observed in ordinary

superconductors. The importance of the interaction

between superconductivity and magnetism for the



existence of the tricritical point is shown by the

strong anisotropy in the nature of the phase

transition at the upper critical field. For

fields along the crystallographic c direction the

magnetic response of ErRh,B, is severely reduced by

strong crystal field effects which tend to maintain

the magnetic moment in the basal plane of the

tetragonal structure. As a result of the small

induced moment along the c direction, the

superconducting properties are quite different from

those along the a direction: the upper critical

field is much larger and the bell shaped naximum in

H 2 along a is replaced by a monotonic increase as

the temperature is lowered to the re-entrant

transition. In addition, the phase transition at

HC2 is continuous at all. temperatures, implying

that the tricritical point is absent along the

c direction. Numerical calculations suggest that

strong Zeeman splitting of the conduction bands

caused by the exchange coupling to the induced

local moment along a is responsible for the first

order transition.

The tricritical point in ErRh^B^ most

resembles that in He^-He* mixtures. At a concen-

tration of 67% He the phase transition between the

normal and superfluid phases changes from



continuous to first order. The critical order

parameter in the two systems is a complex wave

function whose square is either the superfluid or

superconducting particle density. The phase

diagrams of the two systems near their tricritical

points are similar if the conjugate variables

magnetization and magnetic field in ErRh,3, are

identified with the concentration of He3 and the

difference in chemical potential between He and

He in the mixture. This analogy suggests that the

tricritical behavior of ErRh^B^ and He3-He*

mixtures will also be analgous and that the two

systems belong to the same universality class.

• However, the thermodynamic analogy does not extend

to the microscopic interactions. In particular,

the superconductor is a charged superfluid where

the order parameter is coupled to the magnetic

field through the electronic charge. This electro-

magnetic coupling is at least partly responsible

for the unusual coexistence effects observed at

zero field near the re-entrant transition in

ErRh-E,,' As yet there have been no theoretical

studies of the effect of the electromagnetic

coupling on tricritical behavior, although there

have been several treatments of its effect on the

critical behavior which occurs in ordinary



superconductors.10 ErRĥ B̂  Is th; fir?t

experimentally accessible system where the effect

of electromagnetic coupling on tricritical behavior

can be studied in the laboratory.
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Figure Caption

Fig. 1. Magnetization curves for ErRh.3, for the magnetic

field along the crystallographic a direction. T

tricritical point, labeled t,, occurs at approxiina'.;

3.3 K, where the phase transition fron the

superconducting vortex phase to the nornial

paramagnetic phase changes from continuous to first

order. The dotted lines denote the size of the

discontinuity in the magnetization.
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